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2021 OVERVIEW

Allendale Primary School is located in central Geraldton, a coastal

town four hundred and twenty kilometres North of Perth in Western

Australia. It is a Level 5 Independent Public School for Kindergarten to

Year 6 with an enrolment of 392 students in 2021. Our families live

primarily in Wonthella and its surrounding suburbs. Allendale Primary

is part of the Geraldton Network of schools. 

Allendale Primary is committed to delivering a blend of explicit and

direct instruction in the core curriculum areas of English and Maths.

The staff at Allendale Primary School consists of skilled graduates

and experienced educators who are all focussed on delivering

evidence based approaches in their classrooms. The engagement of

two Core Curriculum Coaches (1.4 FTE) to support teaching staff in

EI/DI delivery over the life of the 2021-2023 business plan reflects

the school's commitment to collective pedagogical efficacy. 

Outside of English and Maths blocks, integrated programming with

links to real life applications and employment opportunities is a focus,

aligning with the school’s 2021 mantra of every minute counts.

 

The values of Respect, Courtesy, Responsibility and Honesty are

embedded in Allendale Primary culture and reflect our overall beliefs

as a Positive Behaviour Support school. The APS Executive Team have

high expectations for both staff and students and strongly contest

that every student can achieve academic and social success, every

single day. 

C H A D  B A R N E S
Principal



Continued engagement of Dr Lorraine Hammond as advisor to pedagogical 

change

Achieved at or above like schools in 8/10 testing areas in NAPLAN (Year 3 and 5)

Completed $400 000 capital works project improving cluster classrooms

Additional 4 classroom teachers completed Teachwell training

Supporting Kalbarri DHS with additional staff following cyclone Seroja

Finalists in Synergy solar car challenge

98.5% of students maintaining Good Standing across the year

NAIDOC Week celebrations including 5th annual Barndi Mulganhu Birli Banagarri 

(Good Times Together Cup) and APS ‘roo stew cook-up’

Naming and completion of the Lisa Criddle Boardroom

100 Days of School celebration

Olympics Unleashed upper primary interactions

Annual APS Open Day

Mrs Emma Smith finalist of WA Primary School Teacher of the Year (WA Education 

Awards)

Miss Melanie Kerrigan nominated for WA Primary School Teacher of the Year (WA 

Education Awards)

Year 6 camp to Perth 

Honourable Mention of APS rock band – Geraldton Battle of the Bands

Midwest Showcase performance and band spectacular

Parent/Carer pedagogical workshops with Core Curriculum Coaches

2021 
HIGHLIGHTS



In 2021 Allendale Primary refined and sharpened its delivery of explicit and direct

instruction in the core curriculum areas of English and Maths. The newly appointed

Core Curriculum Coaches (1.4 FTE) recorded more than 800 formal and casual

performance improvement interactions with teachers across the year. 

The Spelling Mastery program was trialled in Semester 2 with a small group of

students who were working below standard. Dramatic improvements in their

achievement data were recorded and a decision was made to move to full

implementation of the program (Pre-Primary to Year 6) in 2022, one year earlier

than originally outlined in the 2021-2023 APS business plan. 

2021 saw the introduction of novel study sessions for Year 3 to Year 6 students. The

weekly streamed experiences were designed to develop student’s comprehension

skills and expose capable readers to more complex text structure and narrative

techniques. The Parents and Citizens Association supported the implementation of

novel study sessions by purchasing several class sets of novels totalling $10 000.  

2021 SCHOOL 
IMPROVEMENT:

ACADEMIC
 

Specialist teachers continued to play an important role in student’s improved

English outcomes in 2021, releasing classroom teachers weekly to conduct

individual conferencing/feedback sessions (writing) with students from Year 3 to

Year 6. In this time the specialist teachers led structured comprehension lessons

centred on developing student’s understanding of world and local community

issues.



2021 SCHOOL 
IMPROVEMENT:

LEADERSHIP
 

In Term 4 2021 Mr Chad Barnes became the substantive Principal of Allendale

Primary School, filling the vacant position created by Mrs Lisa Criddle’s promotion to

Director of Education (Midwest). 

In Term 4 substantive Deputy Principal Mr James Baker relocated to Perth. This,

coupled with Mr Barnes’ promotion to Principal, left the school with two vacant

substantive Deputy Principal positions. Mrs Tammie Jones and Miss Samantha

Cousins were selected as Allendale Primary School’s permanent Deputy Principals

through a rigorous employment process. Both successful applicants are due to join

the leadership team in Term 1, 2022. 

These appointments at the end of the 2021 school year marked the end of a fluid,

yet successful period of administrative leadership at Allendale Primary. The creation

of the Curriculum Executive Team in 2021 was a crucial step in solidifying strong

and stable leadership across the school during this period, particularly in the area

of effective teaching and learning. 

The increased effectiveness of the School Board as a governance team continued

to be a focus in 2021. The overarching 2021 goal: to equip board members with the

skills and knowledge to ask targeted, critical questions about the school’s strategic

direction. The introduction in 2021 of ‘Probing Policy’, a recurring agenda item,

aimed to support less experienced board members to become familiar with

important school and departmental documents.



In April 2021 a major infrastructure upgrade in the Cluster building (Rooms 1 through 6)

commenced. The $400 000 project was funded by the Western Australian

government’s Road to Recovery COVID-19 school upgrade initiative. On completion,

the significant capital works saw 6 early childhood and middle school classrooms

upgraded to include sound proofing, replacement of concertina walls and the

installation of lockable classroom doors. Two offices for the Core Curriculum Coaches

and more small group work areas were also created.

These improvements directly aligned with the school’s pedagogical direction.

Soundproofing and permanent doors now prevent noise from students participating in

high impact daily reviews and warmups, bleeding between classrooms. From Term 2

2021 Curriculum Coaches could conduct feedback and planning sessions with staff in

a confidential environment. Additionally, the increased number of small group work

spaces provided intervention programs such as MiniLit and MacqLit some more

opportunities to effectively operate. 

The Parents and Citizens Association funded the purchase of 20 new personal

computers in 2021. With the increased reliance of teachers on PowerPoints and rapid

use slideshows, the ICT team identified a need to upgrade all PC’s in classrooms and

specialist areas. Due to delays in manufacture and delivery because of COVID-19, the

technology did not arrive by the end of 2021. Regardless, the 2021 P and C purchase

represented a significant investment in the future of the school’s ICT infrastructure and

commitment to high impact teaching in all classrooms. 

2021 SCHOOL 
IMPROVEMENT:

INFRASTRUCTURE



2021 SCHOOL 
IMPROVEMENT:

INFRASTRUCTURE

In Term 3 2021 the school honoured outgoing Principal Mrs Lisa Criddle by naming the

boardroom after her. The Lisa Criddle Boardroom was completed in 2021 with the

installation of an online conferencing system, addition of a corporate boardroom table

and the fitting of a feature wall which showcases current and past school achievements

and successes. In 2021 the Lisa Criddle Boardroom hosted numerous collaborative

planning sessions, online professional learning and staffing selection processes as well

as providing a space for external services to work with individual students or small

groups.



2021 represented the first year in a fresh business plan cycle for the school (2021-

2023). The new business plan structure features one overarching three-year

aspirational goal and narrows to address three key areas of focus, high quality

teaching, relationships and partnerships and student achievement and progress. 

2021 - 2023
BUSINESS PLAN

Between 2021 – 2023 Allendale Primary School’s stable cohort will achieve at or

above like schools in NAPLAN Maths, Spelling, Grammar, Reading or Writing at least

15 times (50% across Year 3 and Year 5 combined). 8/10 achieved in 2021. 

The focus areas of high quality teaching and relationships and partnerships each

include annual milestones that guide the success of the plan. The student

achievement and progress focus includes a series of academic targets drawn from

three longitudinal testing areas, On Entry, NAPLAN and PAT. 

Strategies that will be employed across the life of the document to support the

achievement of goals/targets/milestones are noted within the plan and drawn

from the 2020 APS Public School Review findings. 
 

ASPIRATIONAL GOAL



2021 - 2023
BUSINESS PLAN

The 2021 Relationships and Partnerships annual milestone of providing two targeted

parent education sessions, with a focus on developing student vocabulary and basic

facts knowledge was achieved. 

Core Curriculum Coaches Martine Thurkle and Emma Smith planned, developed and

delivered three interactive sessions with early childhood parents and carers.

Participants were able to hear some theory behind our school’s pedagogical

practice, experience what high impact teaching strategies look like, and leave with

a ‘showbag’ of resources they could use at home to support their child’s learning.

Feedback from the parent/carers education sessions was unanimously positive and

an appetite for future opportunities beyond 2021 was universally expressed.

RELATIONSHIPS & PARTNERSHIPS

The 2021 High Quality Teaching annual milestone of implementing structured

vocabulary and maths warm-ups in every Kindergarten to Year 6 class was

achieved. 

This implementation was managed in a targeted and structured process delivered

through weekly collab. sessions in learning phase teams. Teachers were regularly

observed delivering the reviews and warmups by line managers and Core

Curriculum Coaches. A feedback cycle monitoring the effective use of full

participation strategies and high impact instructional strategies refined the

practice and ensured the lowest possible variance of delivery across the school. 

HIGH QUALITY TEACHING



2021 - 2023
BUSINESS PLAN

The 2021 Student Achievement and Progress goal of arresting the downward trend

in NAPLAN achievement results for the stable cohort in all testing areas was

achieved. 

Due to COVID-19 there was no NAPLAN testing in 2020. However, when comparing

this year’s results with 2019 data, we see an improvement in comparative

performance across all testing areas (Year 3 and Year 5). In some cases, a positive

shift of 2.9 standard deviations is evident (Year 5 Spelling). This data reflects the

tested cohort as a whole, not just the stable cohort as outlined in the goal. 

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT AND PROGRESS (GOAL)



2021 - 2023
BUSINESS PLAN

Year 3 Spelling: Stable cohort will be within one standard deviation of

predicted school mean (achieved)
Year 5 Spelling: 60% of stable cohort will be above the National Minimum

Standard (achieved)
Year 5 Reading: 40% or less of stable cohort will be in the very low

achievement category (achieved)
Year 5 Writing: Stable cohort to show higher progress than like schools in the

moderate to very high categories combined (achieved)
Year 5 Grammar: 60% of stable cohort will be above the National Minimum

Standard (ongoing 56%)

Year 6 Spelling: By the end of 2021, 15% or more students will be in Stanines

7-9 (ongoing 8%)
Year 6 Reading: By the end of Year 6, 75% or more of students will be in

Stanine 3 or above (achieved)

ENGLISH (NAPLAN)

ENGLISH (PAT)

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT AND PROGRESS (TARGETS)



2021 - 2023
BUSINESS PLAN

Year 3: Stable cohort working below the National Minimum Standard will

decrease to 15%

Year 5: 10% of stable cohort working at the National Minimum Standard will

improve performance to be working above

Year 2: By the end of 2021, 25% or more of students will be at Stanine 6

(achieved 48%)
Year 3: By the end of 2021, 32% or more students will be at Stanine 5

(achieved 44%)
Year 4: By the end of 2021, students working in Stanines 1-3 will decrease by

15% (ongoing decrease by 6%) 
Year 5: By the end of 2021, students working in Stanines 7-9 will increase by

10% (ongoing decreased by 4%)
Year 6: By the end of 2021, students working at Stanines 1-3 will decrease to

25% (achieved 23%)

 MATHS (NAPLAN)

MATHS (PAT)



Year 1: In 2021 65% students will achieve at or above the median Reading On

Entry score for like schools (achieved)
Year 1: In 2021 70% students will achieve at or above the median Writing On

Entry score for like schools (ongoing 67%)
Year 1: In 2021 60% students will achieve at or above the median Numeracy
On Entry score for like schools (ongoing 53%)
Year 2: In 2021 50% students will achieve at or above the median Reading
On Entry score for like schools (achieved)
Year 2: In 2021 55% students will achieve at or above the median Writing On

Entry score for like schools (ongoing 40%)
Year 2: In 2021 60% students will achieve at or above the median Numeracy
On Entry score for like schools (ongoing 55%)

ECE (ON ENTRY)

2021 - 2023
BUSINESS PLAN



2021 rates of attendance at Allendale Primary were far more consistent with longitudinal trends

than in 2020 where COVID-19 disrupted teaching and learning programs. 2021 data shows that

attendance rates increased by 6.9% in Semester 1 and 0.3 % in Semester 2, compared to the

previous year (compulsory and non-compulsory). 

Attendance rates of Aboriginal students at Allendale Primary will continue to be a focus of future

planning. These students attended at a rate 8.7% less than Non-Aboriginal students in 2021, an

increase from 7.2% in the previous year. This figure may also be affected by circumstances caused

by COVID-19 but appears consistent between 2019 and 2021. 

Note: The 2020 attendance rates have excluded Week 7-10 of Term 1. Attendance rates are

provided in respect of the first semester each year. 

Attendance Overall

2021
ATTENDACE



2021
FINANCIAL SUMMARY


